
Fusion AI™

The advance in deep 
learning radiologists have 
been waiting for



More powerful  
and more intelligent
Introducing FusionAI™, this new platform sets the standard for Breast AI 
supported by clinical evidence worldwide.

A fusion of knowledge: breast pathology, clinical imaging, X-ray physics and 
the latest deep learning techniques, uniquely combined by the scientists at 
ScreenPoint Medical in collaboration with our clinical partners.

Transpara® Powered by FusionAI™ takes deep learning artificial intelligence 
for 2D and 3D mammography to a new level, opening up new possibilities:

 X For decision support

 X For help with double reading

 X For workload reduction

 X For personalized screening

Of exams with 
interval cancers 
found earlier2 - 

Addresses COVID-19 
reporting delays

MATCHES CLINICAL PERFORMANCE OF BREAST RADIOLOGISTS4  
FOR PEACE OF MIND

Of exams can 
confidently be 

labelled as normal3 - 
Read faster

70%Up to
More accurate1 

Catches more 
cancers and earlier

28%Up to

FOR 2D AND 3D MAMMOGRAPHY

35%Up to



With FusionAI™, we bring a combination of unique new features to the 
market. This gives the user a wider range of options to implement evidence 
based breast AI.

Transpara powered  
by FusionAI

LATEST 2D AND 3D 
MAMMOGRAPHY UNIT 
COMPATIBILITY 

2D MAMMOGRAPHY

3D MAMMOGRAPHY

COMBO EXAMS

ENHANCED INTEGRATION  
& WORKFLOW
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Transpara 1.7.0 is CE marked. Transpara 1.6.0 is CE marked and FDA cleared. Some features may not be available in all countries, please check with your local 
representative.
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Transpara – the clinically proven 
decision support system

FDA cleared and CE marked for 2D and 3D mammography

Peer review published 
scientific evidence

True multivendor 
compatibility

Supporting over 35 ongoing 
international clinical studies

To date, Transpara is installed 
in clinics in over 20 countries

Over 1 million 
mammograms processed 

with Transpara
Trained on over 1 million 

images from over 10 countries


